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PATIENT H.M.
WHAT CONCEPT IS THE REVOLUTION?
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 epilepsy in these patients. Because H.M.’s seizures were so severe, 
and because their precise origin could not be determined, the 
doctors decided to remove his medial temporal lobes bilaterally 
(Corkin, Amaral, Gonzalez, Johnson, & Hyman, 1997).

Medically, the operation was a success: H.M.’s seizures declined 
drastically in frequency and severity. But there was a terrible cost. 
H.M. developed amnesia, or memory loss. Specifically, he lost 
the ability to form new memories for facts and events (Scoville & 
Milner, 1957). He could no longer remember what he had eaten 
for breakfast or why he was in the hospital. He could spend all 
morning working intensively with a psychologist and then take 
a break for lunch; an hour later he would not recognize the psy-
chologist at all (Haglund & Collett, 1996). When H.M. found 
out that a favorite uncle had died, he experienced intense grief—
then forgot. Again and again, he asked after the uncle and reacted 
with surprise and fresh grief every time he was told of the death 
(Milner, 1966). H.M. himself was painfully aware of his poor 
memory and described his life as constantly waking from a dream 
he couldn’t remember (Milner, Corkin, & Teuber, 1968).

Despite his devastated memory, H.M.’s personality was basi-
cally unchanged, and after the operation his IQ actually went 
up—probably because, without constant seizures, he could now 
concentrate better on whatever he was doing. He could no lon-

ger follow the plot of a television show, 
because the commercials would  interrupt 
his memory of the story line, but he could 
still amuse himself solving crossword 
puzzles. As long as H.M. paid attention to 
a task, he could perform well; as soon as 
he turned his attention to something else, 
the information vanished. H.M. was living 
proof that the ability to form new fact and 
event memories depends on the medial 
temporal lobes but that many other kinds 
of memory (and cognitive function) do not.

On December 2, 2008, H.M. passed 
away, and—by prior agreement—the 
details of his identity were finally released 
to the public. Scientists and students 
of the brain finally learned the name—
Henry Gustav Molaison (pronounced 
“Mollisson”)—and saw the face of the 
man who has taught us so much about 
memory and the brain. Even in death, 
H.M. continues to contribute. His brain 
was donated to science, and a team of 

Henry Molaison, known to brain 
researchers everywhere as H.M. This 
photo was taken when he was in 
high school, shortly before he under-
went the surgery that would destroy 
his ability to form new memories of 
facts and events.
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Henry Gustav Molaison

Memory is distributed across the brain Formation of new fact and event memories 
depends on distinct brain regions.



PATIENT H.M.
WHICH REGION IS IMPAIRED?

http://hm.brainandsociety.org/atlas/

Amnesia
He lost the ability to form new memories for facts and events

Again and again, he asked after the uncle and reacted with 
surprise and fresh grief every time he was told of the death 
(Milner, 1966) 

Constantly waking from a dream he couldn’t remember 



EPISODIC AND SEMANTIC MEMORY



WHAT ARE THE
EPISODIC AND SEMANTIC MEMORY?

Episodic memory: a memory for a specific autobiographical event 
(Tulving, 1972, 1983; Tulving, 2002) 
When, Where and What

semantic memory: memories for facts and general knowledge about 
the world, as well as for personal information such 
as your own name and your favorite food. 
Semantic memory is not tagged in time and space. 



WHAT ARE THE
EPISODIC AND SEMANTIC MEMORY?

Episodic memory is what we “remember,” 
semantic memory is what we “know” 
(Tulving, 1985). 



WHAT ARE THE
EPISODIC AND SEMANTIC MEMORY?

President
Make each example for episodic and semantic memory.
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of historical facts, you can generally communicate that knowledge on an exam, 
whether the format is true/false, multiple choice, or essay questions.

The issue of flexibility may seem trivial, but some memories are hard to com-
municate in ways other than how they were originally learned. For example, 
in Chapter 8, you’ll read about perceptual-motor skills, like tying your shoes. 
You can probably tie a shoe easily, but imagine someone asked you for a short 
description of how to do it. Odds are you’d find it difficult to comply—you 
might even have to go through the hand movements to remind yourself what 
comes next. Skill memories are generally not easy to communicate flexibly in the 
same way that episodic and semantic memories are. 

The second key commonality between episodic and semantic memories is that 
both are consciously accessible. When someone asks you about a specific fact or 
event, you know whether you know the answer or not. If someone asks you the 
name of the first U.S. president, you not only know the answer, you know that you 
know. Even if the answer has temporarily slipped your mind, you know that sooner 
or later you’ll recall it. On the other hand, if someone asks you the atomic weight of 
boron, you know right away that you don’t know (unless you’re a chemistry major). 
This phenomenon is sometimes called metamemory: our knowledge of, and abil-
ity to think about, our own memories. You’ve used metamemory every time you 
studied for a test and judged that you had successfully mastered the new material.

Because of these similarities between episodic and semantic memory, some 
researchers use the term declarative memory as a broader term that includes 
both episodic and semantic memory, reflecting the fact that it is easy to ver-
balize (“declare”) or otherwise communicate your knowledge ( J. Anderson, 
1976; Cohen & Squire, 1980; Squire, Knowlton, & Musen, 1993). Other kinds 
of memory—grouped under the heading nondeclarative memory—are not 
always easy to communicate (Squire & Knowlton, 1995). Skill learning is one 
kind of nondeclarative memory, as is classical conditioning.

Other researchers use the term explicit memory (Graf & Schacter, 1985; 
Schacter, 1987), to reflect the fact that episodic and semantic information is 
consciously accessible or “explicit” (you know that you know); by comparison, 
implicit memory is memory that you may not be aware you’ve acquired. For 

Table 7.1

Comparing and Contrasting Episodic and Semantic Memory 

Episodic Memory
Event-related: “I remember”

Semantic Memory
Factual: “I know”

Same (✓) or 
Different (✗)

Can be communicated flexibly—in a format 
other than that in which it was acquired

Can be communicated flexibly—in a format 
other than that in which it was acquired

✓

Consciously accessible (you know that you 
know)

Consciously accessible (you know that you 
know)

✓

Tagged with spatial and temporal context Not necessarily tagged with spatial or temporal 
context

✗

Must be autobiographical Can be personal or general information ✗

Learned in a single exposure; can be weakened 
by exposure to similar events

Can be learned in a single exposure, but can 
also be strengthened by repetition

✗
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FEATURES 
OF EPISODIC AND SEMANTIC MEMORY



FLEXIBILITY

What is this scene?

General information Semantic

Your own experience Episodic



CONSCIOUSLY ACCESSIBLE

You know that you know.

Who’s this?



CONSCIOUSLY ACCESSIBLE

Our knowledge of, and ability to 
think about, our own memories 

What is the
Metamemory? 

You know that you know.



BACK TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF MEMORY

Features of Episodic and Semantic memories
Declarative or Explicit memory

Non-declarative or Implicit memory



WHAT DISTINQUISHES EPISODIC FROM 
SEMANTIC?



EPISODIC MEMORY

1. A specific event in particular place and time
2. Autobiographical: the event you recall must have happened to you 
3. A single exposure



WHICH COMES FIRST, EPISODIC OR SEMANTIC 
MEMORY? 

The distinction between episodic memory and semantic memory was 
first made by psychologist Endel Tulving, who argues that episodic 
memory grows out of semantic memory (Tulving, 2002). 

Certain amount of semantic memory

Episodic memory



OTHER VIEW

Semantic memory is information we have encountered 
repeatedly—so often that the actual learning episodes are 
blurred and only the semantic “fact” content remains 
(Conway, 2009). 

Sum up!!



EPISODIC AND SEMANTIC MEMORY:
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you have heard about George Washington in many dif-
ferent classes and have also read about him in books and 
seen television depictions, then you have accumulated a 
general store of knowledge about the first U.S. president, 
whether or not you remember the individual episodes.

A third possibility is that episodic and semantic mem-
ory are fundamentally interdependent: each can affect the 
other (Greenberg & Verfaellie, 2010). On the one hand, 
episodic memories will be formed more strongly, and 
last longer, when there is a rich background of semantic 
information to help us recognize and encode aspects of 
the event; on the other hand, semantic memories will 
be formed more strongly, and last longer, when we have 
a distinct episodic memory of the context in which we 
encountered the information (Neath, 2010). Under this 
view, it may be most useful not to think about declarative 

memories as being either strictly episodic or strictly semantic but to acknowledge 
that many of our memories include both episodic and semantic content.

Can Nonhumans Have Episodic and Semantic Memory?
The easiest way to assess semantic memory in humans is by question-and-answer. 
If an experimenter asks you the name of the first U.S. president and you reply 
“George Washington,” then the experimenter can safely conclude that you have a 
semantic memory of that fact. Things get a little more problematic with nonhuman 
animals; we can’t ask a rat to name the president. But we can assess semantic mem-
ory in other ways. For example, Figure 7.2 shows a radial arm maze: a maze with a 
central area from which several arms branch off like the spokes of a wheel. The top 
of the maze is open so that a rat placed in the maze can see out and use landmarks 
in the room, such as the placement of windows or posters, to help navigate. 

A radial arm maze can be used to assess many kinds of learning and memory. 
In one version, researchers put food at the end of one arm (the “goal arm”) 
and place the rat at the end of a different arm (the “start arm”). The rat is then 
allowed to roam the maze until it finds and consumes the food. Over many such 
trials, the rat learns where the food is located, and when it is placed in the start 
arm, it will run directly to the goal arm. If a well-trained rat is placed in a new 
start arm and still runs to the food—via a route it has never used before—then 
researchers conclude that the rat “knows” where the food is and can use this 
information flexibly in new ways (such as using a new route to get there). Thus, 
most researchers would agree that this is an example of semantic memory in rats. 

Episodic memory is harder to assess in animals. In fact, some researchers 
have explicitly argued that animals cannot maintain episodic memories, at 
least not in the way that humans do (Roberts & Feeney, 2009; Tulving, 2002). 
Endel Tulving, in particular, has argued that episodic memory requires “mental 
time travel,” a re-experiencing of the event in memory; this in turn requires a 
 conscious sense of self, as well as a subjective sense of time passing, which—
Tulving argues—have not been demonstrated in nonhumans (Tulving, 2002). 
But other researchers argue that there is mounting evidence that animals can 
indeed form “episodic-like” memories for specific events, including information 
about the spatial and temporal context in which those events occurred (Clayton, 
Yu, & Dickinson, 2001; Crystal, 2010; Bennett Schwartz & Evans, 2001). 

For example, gorillas seem to remember specific autobiographical events, and 
they can communicate this information flexibly to human testers. One gorilla, 
King, was taught to “name” various fruits and humans by using cards with 
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Episodic memories 

Figure 7.1 Episodic and 
semantic memory In general, 
semantic memory is strengthened 
by repetition, but episodic memory 
may be weakened by repeated 
exposure to similar events.

Figure 7.2 The radial arm 
maze After many trials in which 
the rat is allowed to explore the 
maze until it finds food located at 
the end of the “goal arm,” it will 
eventually learn to run straight 
to the goal arm, indicating it has 
semantic memory for where the 
food is located in the maze.

Start

End
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THIRD VIEW

Episodic and semantic memory are fundamentally interdependent: 
each can affect the other (Greenberg & Verfaellie, 2010). 

Many of our memories include both episodic and semantic content. 



HOW ABOUT NOHUMANS?



HOW CAN YOU SHOW THE SEMANTIC MEMORY?

For human,
by question-and-answer 
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you have heard about George Washington in many dif-
ferent classes and have also read about him in books and 
seen television depictions, then you have accumulated a 
general store of knowledge about the first U.S. president, 
whether or not you remember the individual episodes.

A third possibility is that episodic and semantic mem-
ory are fundamentally interdependent: each can affect the 
other (Greenberg & Verfaellie, 2010). On the one hand, 
episodic memories will be formed more strongly, and 
last longer, when there is a rich background of semantic 
information to help us recognize and encode aspects of 
the event; on the other hand, semantic memories will 
be formed more strongly, and last longer, when we have 
a distinct episodic memory of the context in which we 
encountered the information (Neath, 2010). Under this 
view, it may be most useful not to think about declarative 

memories as being either strictly episodic or strictly semantic but to acknowledge 
that many of our memories include both episodic and semantic content.

Can Nonhumans Have Episodic and Semantic Memory?
The easiest way to assess semantic memory in humans is by question-and-answer. 
If an experimenter asks you the name of the first U.S. president and you reply 
“George Washington,” then the experimenter can safely conclude that you have a 
semantic memory of that fact. Things get a little more problematic with nonhuman 
animals; we can’t ask a rat to name the president. But we can assess semantic mem-
ory in other ways. For example, Figure 7.2 shows a radial arm maze: a maze with a 
central area from which several arms branch off like the spokes of a wheel. The top 
of the maze is open so that a rat placed in the maze can see out and use landmarks 
in the room, such as the placement of windows or posters, to help navigate. 

A radial arm maze can be used to assess many kinds of learning and memory. 
In one version, researchers put food at the end of one arm (the “goal arm”) 
and place the rat at the end of a different arm (the “start arm”). The rat is then 
allowed to roam the maze until it finds and consumes the food. Over many such 
trials, the rat learns where the food is located, and when it is placed in the start 
arm, it will run directly to the goal arm. If a well-trained rat is placed in a new 
start arm and still runs to the food—via a route it has never used before—then 
researchers conclude that the rat “knows” where the food is and can use this 
information flexibly in new ways (such as using a new route to get there). Thus, 
most researchers would agree that this is an example of semantic memory in rats. 

Episodic memory is harder to assess in animals. In fact, some researchers 
have explicitly argued that animals cannot maintain episodic memories, at 
least not in the way that humans do (Roberts & Feeney, 2009; Tulving, 2002). 
Endel Tulving, in particular, has argued that episodic memory requires “mental 
time travel,” a re-experiencing of the event in memory; this in turn requires a 
 conscious sense of self, as well as a subjective sense of time passing, which—
Tulving argues—have not been demonstrated in nonhumans (Tulving, 2002). 
But other researchers argue that there is mounting evidence that animals can 
indeed form “episodic-like” memories for specific events, including information 
about the spatial and temporal context in which those events occurred (Clayton, 
Yu, & Dickinson, 2001; Crystal, 2010; Bennett Schwartz & Evans, 2001). 

For example, gorillas seem to remember specific autobiographical events, and 
they can communicate this information flexibly to human testers. One gorilla, 
King, was taught to “name” various fruits and humans by using cards with 
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For animals,
If a well-trained rat is placed in a new start arm and still 
runs to the food—via a route it has never used before—
then researchers conclude that the rat “knows” where the 
food is and can use this information flexibly in new ways 



HOW CAN YOU SHOW THE EPISODIC MEMORY?

Harder to show in animals…

Episodic memory requires “mental time travel,” a re-experiencing of the event in 
memory; this in turn requires a conscious sense of self, as well as a subjective sense 
of time passing, which— Tulving argues—have not been demonstrated in 
nonhumans (Tulving, 2002). 

BUT…



HOW CAN YOU SHOW THE EPISODIC MEMORY?

Gorillas: Human and fruit card association task

Birds
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drawings that represented the fruits and humans (Schwartz, Colon, Sanchez, 
Rodriguez, & Evans, 2002). This general knowledge about how to use the cards 
qualifies as semantic memory. Researchers then attempted to assess whether 
King could remember distinct autobiographical episodes. During the day, King 
received various pieces of fruit from different human handlers. Twenty-four 
hours later, when asked (via the cards) who had given him a particular fruit the 
day before, King could use the cards to name the correct human. Because King 
had eaten several fruits and interacted with other humans during the course 
of the day, his performance seems to demonstrate that he had episodic-like 
memory for the events of the prior day—remembering not just that he ate fruit 
but the specific type of fruit, who gave it to him, and approximately when this 
happened. And he could communicate this behavior to the experimenters, using 
abstract symbols on cards. This behavior seems to satisfy the criteria for an epi-
sodic memory (Schwartz & Evans, 2001). 

Birds may also be able to remember specific events and how long ago they 
happened. Scrub jays, for example, bury extra food in caches so they can retrieve 
it later. These birds accurately remember their cache locations and will return 
to those locations later even if an experimenter has secretly removed the food 
in the meantime to ensure that the birds can’t use scent to find the buried food. 
To test episodic-like memory, Nicola Clayton and her colleagues allowed scrub 
jays to cache worms and nuts in sand-filled compartments of an ice cube tray 
(Figure 7.3a). The birds were then allowed to recover food either 4 hours or 
124 hours later. Normally, scrub jays prefer worms to nuts, and when tested 
after a 4-hour interval, they chose to recover the worms more often than the 
nuts (Figure 7.3b). But worms decay over a 124-hour interval, and nuts do not. 
And, indeed, when tested at a 124-hour interval, the birds typically preferred 
to recover the nuts (Clayton & Dickinson, 1999). These results suggest that 
scrub jays can remember not only where they have stored food but what type of 
food was stored and how long ago (Clayton, Yu, & Dickinson, 2001; Griffiths, 
Dickinson, & Clayton, 1999). Rats, dolphins, and pigeons may have similar 
abilities to remember specific events, including when and where the events took 
place (Kart-Teke, De Souza Silva, Huston, & Dere, 2006; Mercado, Murray, 
Uyeyama, Pack, & Herman, 1998; Zentall, Singer, & Stagner, 2008). 

Some researchers go even further, arguing that some nonhuman animals 
(rats, dolphins, nonhuman primates, and some birds) do have a subjective sense 
of self and of time, and that their behavior demonstrates they can indeed men-
tally re-create autobiographical events from their own past and imagine their 
own future (Dere, Kart-Tecke, Huston, & De Souza Silva, 2006; Zentall, 2006). 

Figure 7.3 Episodic-like 
memory in birds (a) Scrub jays 
were permitted to cache worms 
and nuts in the compartments of 
sand-filled ice cube trays. (b) Four 
hours later, the birds tended to 
dig in the compartments where 
they had buried worms (their 
favorite food). But after a delay 
of 124 hours, during which time 
the worms would have rotted, the 
birds went after the nuts instead. 
This suggests that the birds 
remembered what they had buried 
where and how long ago—an 
“episodic-like” memory. 
(a) Adapted from Griffiths et al., 1999; 
(b) adapted from Roberts, 2002.
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drawings that represented the fruits and humans (Schwartz, Colon, Sanchez, 
Rodriguez, & Evans, 2002). This general knowledge about how to use the cards 
qualifies as semantic memory. Researchers then attempted to assess whether 
King could remember distinct autobiographical episodes. During the day, King 
received various pieces of fruit from different human handlers. Twenty-four 
hours later, when asked (via the cards) who had given him a particular fruit the 
day before, King could use the cards to name the correct human. Because King 
had eaten several fruits and interacted with other humans during the course 
of the day, his performance seems to demonstrate that he had episodic-like 
memory for the events of the prior day—remembering not just that he ate fruit 
but the specific type of fruit, who gave it to him, and approximately when this 
happened. And he could communicate this behavior to the experimenters, using 
abstract symbols on cards. This behavior seems to satisfy the criteria for an epi-
sodic memory (Schwartz & Evans, 2001). 

Birds may also be able to remember specific events and how long ago they 
happened. Scrub jays, for example, bury extra food in caches so they can retrieve 
it later. These birds accurately remember their cache locations and will return 
to those locations later even if an experimenter has secretly removed the food 
in the meantime to ensure that the birds can’t use scent to find the buried food. 
To test episodic-like memory, Nicola Clayton and her colleagues allowed scrub 
jays to cache worms and nuts in sand-filled compartments of an ice cube tray 
(Figure 7.3a). The birds were then allowed to recover food either 4 hours or 
124 hours later. Normally, scrub jays prefer worms to nuts, and when tested 
after a 4-hour interval, they chose to recover the worms more often than the 
nuts (Figure 7.3b). But worms decay over a 124-hour interval, and nuts do not. 
And, indeed, when tested at a 124-hour interval, the birds typically preferred 
to recover the nuts (Clayton & Dickinson, 1999). These results suggest that 
scrub jays can remember not only where they have stored food but what type of 
food was stored and how long ago (Clayton, Yu, & Dickinson, 2001; Griffiths, 
Dickinson, & Clayton, 1999). Rats, dolphins, and pigeons may have similar 
abilities to remember specific events, including when and where the events took 
place (Kart-Teke, De Souza Silva, Huston, & Dere, 2006; Mercado, Murray, 
Uyeyama, Pack, & Herman, 1998; Zentall, Singer, & Stagner, 2008). 

Some researchers go even further, arguing that some nonhuman animals 
(rats, dolphins, nonhuman primates, and some birds) do have a subjective sense 
of self and of time, and that their behavior demonstrates they can indeed men-
tally re-create autobiographical events from their own past and imagine their 
own future (Dere, Kart-Tecke, Huston, & De Souza Silva, 2006; Zentall, 2006). 

Figure 7.3 Episodic-like 
memory in birds (a) Scrub jays 
were permitted to cache worms 
and nuts in the compartments of 
sand-filled ice cube trays. (b) Four 
hours later, the birds tended to 
dig in the compartments where 
they had buried worms (their 
favorite food). But after a delay 
of 124 hours, during which time 
the worms would have rotted, the 
birds went after the nuts instead. 
This suggests that the birds 
remembered what they had buried 
where and how long ago—an 
“episodic-like” memory. 
(a) Adapted from Griffiths et al., 1999; 
(b) adapted from Roberts, 2002.
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drawings that represented the fruits and humans (Schwartz, Colon, Sanchez, 
Rodriguez, & Evans, 2002). This general knowledge about how to use the cards 
qualifies as semantic memory. Researchers then attempted to assess whether 
King could remember distinct autobiographical episodes. During the day, King 
received various pieces of fruit from different human handlers. Twenty-four 
hours later, when asked (via the cards) who had given him a particular fruit the 
day before, King could use the cards to name the correct human. Because King 
had eaten several fruits and interacted with other humans during the course 
of the day, his performance seems to demonstrate that he had episodic-like 
memory for the events of the prior day—remembering not just that he ate fruit 
but the specific type of fruit, who gave it to him, and approximately when this 
happened. And he could communicate this behavior to the experimenters, using 
abstract symbols on cards. This behavior seems to satisfy the criteria for an epi-
sodic memory (Schwartz & Evans, 2001). 

Birds may also be able to remember specific events and how long ago they 
happened. Scrub jays, for example, bury extra food in caches so they can retrieve 
it later. These birds accurately remember their cache locations and will return 
to those locations later even if an experimenter has secretly removed the food 
in the meantime to ensure that the birds can’t use scent to find the buried food. 
To test episodic-like memory, Nicola Clayton and her colleagues allowed scrub 
jays to cache worms and nuts in sand-filled compartments of an ice cube tray 
(Figure 7.3a). The birds were then allowed to recover food either 4 hours or 
124 hours later. Normally, scrub jays prefer worms to nuts, and when tested 
after a 4-hour interval, they chose to recover the worms more often than the 
nuts (Figure 7.3b). But worms decay over a 124-hour interval, and nuts do not. 
And, indeed, when tested at a 124-hour interval, the birds typically preferred 
to recover the nuts (Clayton & Dickinson, 1999). These results suggest that 
scrub jays can remember not only where they have stored food but what type of 
food was stored and how long ago (Clayton, Yu, & Dickinson, 2001; Griffiths, 
Dickinson, & Clayton, 1999). Rats, dolphins, and pigeons may have similar 
abilities to remember specific events, including when and where the events took 
place (Kart-Teke, De Souza Silva, Huston, & Dere, 2006; Mercado, Murray, 
Uyeyama, Pack, & Herman, 1998; Zentall, Singer, & Stagner, 2008). 

Some researchers go even further, arguing that some nonhuman animals 
(rats, dolphins, nonhuman primates, and some birds) do have a subjective sense 
of self and of time, and that their behavior demonstrates they can indeed men-
tally re-create autobiographical events from their own past and imagine their 
own future (Dere, Kart-Tecke, Huston, & De Souza Silva, 2006; Zentall, 2006). 

Figure 7.3 Episodic-like 
memory in birds (a) Scrub jays 
were permitted to cache worms 
and nuts in the compartments of 
sand-filled ice cube trays. (b) Four 
hours later, the birds tended to 
dig in the compartments where 
they had buried worms (their 
favorite food). But after a delay 
of 124 hours, during which time 
the worms would have rotted, the 
birds went after the nuts instead. 
This suggests that the birds 
remembered what they had buried 
where and how long ago—an 
“episodic-like” memory. 
(a) Adapted from Griffiths et al., 1999; 
(b) adapted from Roberts, 2002.
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For the rest of this chapter, we’ll adopt the convention of referring to 
“episodic-like” memories in nonhuman animals if those memories include what- 
where-when information about the spatial and temporal context in which the 
episode occurred (Crystal, 2010; Eacott & Easton, 2010; Wang & Morris, 2010). 
Use of the term “episodic-like” (rather than just “episodic”) acknowledges that 
we cannot directly ask non-verbal animals about their subjective sense of self, or 
their ability to perform “mental time travel.” In the absence of direct evidence on 
these points, controversy continues over whether nonhuman animals can form 
true episodic memories or whether this ability is uniquely human.

Test Your Knowledge

Episodic versus Semantic Memory
Episodic memories are memories for autobiographical events, set in a particular 
time and spatial location; semantic memories are memories for fact or general 
knowledge about the world, independent of when and how this information was 
acquired. Sometimes, though, the line between the two is blurred. A single behavior 
can contain components of both semantic and episodic information. Read the fol-
lowing scenarios to check whether you understand the difference. (Answers appear 
in the Answers section in the back of the book.)

 1. A college senior is helping a new student learn her way around campus. When 
the tour finishes, the newcomer asks where she can buy a cup of coffee. The 
senior thinks for a moment, then says that the coffee is better at a nearby 
Starbucks than at the student center. Is this an example of semantic or of episodic 
memory?

 2. The senior walks into his Latin vocabulary exam later that day. The first phrase 
to be translated is carpe diem. This is an easy one; he knows the answer is 
“seize the day,” even though he can’t remember exactly where he first heard this 
expression. Is this student using semantic or episodic memory?

 3. The second phrase to be translated is ne tentes, aut perfice. This is harder; the 
student can remember studying the phrase, and he even recalls that the phrase 
was printed in black ink on the lower left of a page in his textbook, but he can’t 
recall the translation. Is the student using semantic or episodic memory?

Encoding New Memories
Much of the time, the formation of new episodic and semantic memories seems 
automatic and effortless. For example, you probably remember a great deal of infor-
mation about your high school graduation even if you did not spend the day con-
sciously trying to memorize the details so you could recall them later. On the other 
hand, every student who’s ever studied for a test knows that some type of informa-
tion are easier to learn than others. Here are three basic principles that govern how 
successfully a new episodic or semantic memory is encoded, or stored in memory.

Mere Exposure to Information Does Not Guarantee Memory
On the principle that practice makes perfect, you might think that the best way to 
learn new information is to study, study, study. But the truth is a little more compli-
cated. Mere repeated exposure to information is not enough to guarantee memory. 
One telling example of this occurred when BBC Radio in the United Kingdom was 
planning to change its broadcast frequency. The BBC saturated the airwaves with 
announcements informing listeners about the new station call numbers. A survey 
of radio listeners who had heard the announcement at least 25 times a day for 
many weeks found that less than a quarter of these individuals had learned the new 
call numbers (Bekerian & Baddeley, 1980). Just presenting the information again 
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and again wasn’t enough to guarantee that 
listeners would remember. 

Memory for visual details can be just as 
bad. Here’s a quick test: try to remember 
what a U.S. penny looks like. You probably 
remember that Lincoln’s face appears on 
the front, but can you remember whether 
he’s facing to the left or the right? If you’re 
not sure, you’re not alone. Few U.S. stu-
dents can accurately draw a penny; in fact, 
few can even pick out an accurate drawing 
from among a set of fakes (Nickerson & 
Adams, 1979). Residents of other countries 
are just as poor at remembering details of their own national currency (Jones, 1990; 
Martin & Jones, 1995). Most of us handle money every day and are quite capable of 
recognizing coins when we see them. Yet most of us have remarkably poor memory 
for the details of what these familiar objects actually look like.

In short, sheer repetition of either verbal or visual information isn’t enough 
to ensure its being remembered. So what does determine whether information 
gets encoded and retained?

Memory Is Better for Information That Relates
to Prior Knowledge  
Earlier in the chapter, you read that the Latin word for “arc” or “arch” is for-
nix. To help make this information memorable, we presented the tidbit about 
Roman prostitutes. The idea was to provide a link between fornix and “fornica-
tion” (a word you already know), which should help you remember better than 
if you were just trying to memorize an otherwise meaningless Latin word.

A basic principle of memory is that new information is easier to remember if 
you can relate it to things you already know. In a classic study, John Bransford and 
Marcia Johnson read the following paragraph to a group of research participants:

If the balloons popped, the sound wouldn’t be able to carry since everything 
would be too far away from the correct floor. A closed window would also pre-
vent the sound from carrying since most buildings tend to be well  insulated. 
Since the whole operation depends on a steady flow of electricity, a break in 
the middle of the wire would also cause problems. Of course, the fellow could 
shout, but the human voice is not loud enough to carry that far. An additional 
problem is that a string could break on the instrument. Then there could be 
no accompaniment to the message. It is clear that the best situation would 
involve less distance. Then there would be fewer potential problems. With 
face-to-face contact, the least number of things could go wrong.
Presented in this way, the paragraph makes little sense. Not surprisingly, 

Bransford and Johnson found that, on testing, most people could recall only 
about 20% of the ideas in the paragraph (Figure 7.4a) (Bransford & Johnson, 
1972). However, a second group of people saw the sketch shown in Figure 7.4b 
before hearing the paragraph. The sketch shows a man serenading a woman at 
a high window. If you read the paragraph again in the light of this background 
information, you will find that it makes more sense. Indeed, people who saw the 
picture first were able to recall twice as much about the paragraph. Importantly, 
the effect of background information on memory is limited to the process of 
encoding; it does not help with recall. Thus, people who heard the paragraph 
before they viewed the picture did not recall the information any better than 
people who never saw the picture at all (Figure 7.4a). Only people who knew 
the background information ahead of time remembered the paragraph well.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Can you pick out the correct drawing 
of a penny? Most people have very 
poor ability to recognize the details 
of a coin face, though they see and 
handle the coin every day. Adapted 
from Nickerson & Adams, 1979.
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Earlier in the chapter, you read that the Latin word for “arc” or “arch” is for-
nix. To help make this information memorable, we presented the tidbit about 
Roman prostitutes. The idea was to provide a link between fornix and “fornica-
tion” (a word you already know), which should help you remember better than 
if you were just trying to memorize an otherwise meaningless Latin word.
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Since the whole operation depends on a steady flow of electricity, a break in 
the middle of the wire would also cause problems. Of course, the fellow could 
shout, but the human voice is not loud enough to carry that far. An additional 
problem is that a string could break on the instrument. Then there could be 
no accompaniment to the message. It is clear that the best situation would 
involve less distance. Then there would be fewer potential problems. With 
face-to-face contact, the least number of things could go wrong.
Presented in this way, the paragraph makes little sense. Not surprisingly, 

Bransford and Johnson found that, on testing, most people could recall only 
about 20% of the ideas in the paragraph (Figure 7.4a) (Bransford & Johnson, 
1972). However, a second group of people saw the sketch shown in Figure 7.4b 
before hearing the paragraph. The sketch shows a man serenading a woman at 
a high window. If you read the paragraph again in the light of this background 
information, you will find that it makes more sense. Indeed, people who saw the 
picture first were able to recall twice as much about the paragraph. Importantly, 
the effect of background information on memory is limited to the process of 
encoding; it does not help with recall. Thus, people who heard the paragraph 
before they viewed the picture did not recall the information any better than 
people who never saw the picture at all (Figure 7.4a). Only people who knew 
the background information ahead of time remembered the paragraph well.
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poor ability to recognize the details 
of a coin face, though they see and 
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from Nickerson & Adams, 1979.
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If the balloons popped, the sound wouldn’t be able to carry 
since everything would be too far away from the correct 
floor. A closed window would also pre- vent the sound from 
carrying since most buildings tend to be well insulated. 
Since the whole operation depends on a steady flow of 
electricity, a break in the middle of the wire would also 
cause problems. Of course, the fellow could shout, but the 
human voice is not loud enough to carry that far. An 
additional problem is that a string could break on the 
instrument. Then there could be no accompaniment to the 
message. It is clear that the best situation would involve less 
distance. Then there would be fewer potential problems. 
With face-to-face contact, the least number of things could 
go wrong. 
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This principle has clear implications for optimizing study habits. In general, 
you will remember textbook material better if you take the time to scan a chap-
ter first to get a sense of the major points before reading the details. This is also 
the reason that many professors encourage students to complete assigned read-
ings before each lecture. With this preparation, the students’ minds are better 
able to encode the information presented in the lecture.

Deeper Processing at Encoding Improves Recognition Later
A third important principle is that the more deeply you analyze information, 
the more likely you are to successfully encode the information in memory. 
Specifically, the depth-of-processing effect is the finding that, in general, deep-
er processing at encoding of new information improves the ability to remember 
that information later. (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975). If you 
think about the word fornix and its relationship to “fornication,” you’re process-
ing the word more deeply than if you just tried to memorize the fact that fornix ! 
“arch.” Many experiments have shown that people remember words better if 
they’re forced to think about the semantic content (meaning) of the words rather 
than simply asked to memorize them without such efforts.

In one such study, participants saw a list of adjectives. For some of the words, 
participants were instructed to generate a mental image (for DIRTY they might 
imagine a garbage dump); for others, participants were asked to imagine pro-
nouncing the word backward (for HAPPY they might say YIP-PAH). Presumably, 
the “image” condition required thinking deeply about the meaning of the word, 
but the “pronounce” condition required only superficial thinking about how the 
letters were arranged. Later, the participants were shown a second list and asked 
to identify those words they had studied earlier (Figure 7.5). Just as you’d expect, 
the deeply processed “image” words were better recognized than the superficially 
processed “pronounce” words (Davachi, Mitchell, & Wagner, 2003). 
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Figure 7.4 The effects of organization on 
memory An experimenter read aloud to participants 
a short story describing a scene. (a) Participants who 
heard the paragraph alone (“No picture”) recalled 
few items, but participants who saw the picture in 
(b) and then heard the paragraph (“Picture before 
story”) recalled more items. Participants who saw 
the picture only after hearing the paragraph (“Picture 
after story”) performed no better than those who had 
never seen the picture. 
(a) Data from and (b) adapted from Bransford and Johnson, 1972.
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One criticism of the depth-of-processing idea is that it is vague. How, exactly, 
can we be sure whether individuals are processing information “deeply” or 
“superficially”? Just because an experimenter asks participants to process words 
superficially, how can we know they are not thinking about the meaning of the 
word too? And, for that matter, how can we be sure that thinking about word 
meanings requires deeper processing than pronouncing words backward?

It is hard to answer these questions by using purely behavioral measures, but 
functional neuroimaging provides some clues. Lila Davachi and her colleagues 
used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to look at brain activity 
during either the “image” condition or the “pronounce” condition (Davachi, 
Mitchell, & Wagner, 2003). The “pronounce” activity pattern was then sub-
tracted from the “image” activity pattern to produce the difference images 
shown in Figure 7.5b. Overall, participants’ brains were much more active dur-
ing the “image” trials than during the “pronounce” trials. This suggests that the 
brain is indeed working harder during the “image” condition. Brain areas where 
activity during the “image” condition was particularly high included the left 
frontal cortex and the left hippocampus. Later in this chapter, we’ll talk more 
about these brain areas and their roles in episodic and semantic memory; for 
now, though, simply note that the psychological concepts of deep versus super-
ficial processing seem to correspond to physiological measures of how hard the 
brain is working to encode new information.

Retrieving Existing Memories
Of course, successfully encoding a new memory is only half the battle; the other 
half is successfully accessing, or retrieving, that memory when we want it. You’ve 
probably experienced the “tip-of-the-tongue” phenomenon, when you were try-
ing to summon a word or a name from memory that you were sure you knew 
but simply couldn’t retrieve at the moment. In these cases, the information is not 
permanently lost, only temporarily inaccessible. You may succeed in recalling 
the information later, often after you’ve turned your attention to something else.
Why can we retrieve stored memories at some times, yet at other times they 
elude us? Like encoding, successful retrieving is governed by several basic prin-
ciples. We’ll present two key principles below.

Memory Retrieval Is Better When Study and Test 
 Conditions Match
One factor in our ability to retrieve a memory is the degree to which the current 
context resembles the context in which the information was originally acquired. 
The transfer-appropriate processing effect refers to the finding that retrieval 
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Figure 7.5 Depth-of-
processing effect Participants 
were shown words and asked 
either to generate a mental 
image of a place described by 
the word (the “image” condition) 
or to  imagine pronouncing the 
word backward (the “pronounce” 
condition). (a) Later, when shown 
a second list and asked whether 
or not each word had been previ-
ously viewed, participants recog-
nized many more words from the 
“image” condition than from the 
“pronounce” condition. (b) fMRI 
scans conducted during the encod-
ing phase of this task revealed 
several brain areas (red) that were 
significantly more active during 
the “image” condition than during 
the “pronounce” condition. 
(a) Data from and (b) adapted from Davachi 
et al., 2003.
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MEMORY RETRIEVAL IS BETTER WHEN STUDY 
AND TEST CONDITIONS MATCH



MORE CUES MEAN BETTER RECALL 

Three types of recall context

1. Free recall
2.Cued recall
3.Recognition

Who’s the president?

Park____________

(a) Park
(b) Kim
(c) Lee
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Two types of forgetting

1. Passive forgetting

2. Directed forgetting
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When Memory Fails
You’ve just read about some basic principles affecting encoding and retrieval 
of episodic and semantic memories. At each stage, various conditions (how the 
material is presented, whether you’re underwater, etc.) can help or hinder the 
process. When you consider all the opportunities for failure, it is amazing how 
often our memories serve us well. 

But there are many situations in which episodic and event memory do fail 
us. The tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon, mentioned above, is an example of a 
temporary failure: the memory is inaccessible at the moment but may resurface 
later. In other cases, though, memories are truly lost or corrupted. Many failures 
of memory reflect one of four basic phenomena: simple forgetting, interference 
from other memories, memory misattribution, and false memory. We’ll discuss 
these in more detail next.

Forgetting
It’s probably obvious that you are more likely to remember things that hap-
pened recently than things that happened long ago. For example, you probably 
remember most of the events that have happened to you today, but you probably 
don’t remember most of what happened to you on, say, July 16, 2003. However, 
if someone had questioned you on July 17, 2003, you probably could have 
reported the prior day’s events in great detail. Somehow, that information has 
trickled away during the interval. What governs how fast we forget?

As you read back in Chapter 1, Hermann Ebbinghaus conducted a series of 
early studies to quantify human learning and forgetting. Ebbinghaus memorized 
lists of nonsense words and then tested his own memory for the items. He con-
cluded that most forgetting occurs in the first few hours or days after learning 
(Ebbinghaus, 1885/1964). Information that survives the critical first few days 
might last in memory indefinitely.

Ebbinghaus’s basic finding has since been replicated in a variety of studies. 
For example, in the 1980s, memory researcher Larry Squire developed a test 
in which people were queried about television shows that had aired for a single 
season from 1 to 15 years earlier (Squire, 1989). (In those days, there were still 
a relatively small number of television networks, and most people were famil-
iar with most programs that aired.) On average, people did quite well at this 
test of semantic memory. Most people could correctly recognize the names of 
more than 75% of TV shows that had aired in the prior year, although they 
recognized progressively fewer shows from earlier years (Figure 7.6a). Most 

Figure 7.6 Two kinds of 
forgetting (a) Passive  forgetting 
occurs as a function of time: 
older information is more likely to 
be forgotten than more recently 
acquired information. Here, people 
tested in the 1980s could correctly 
recognize the names of more TV 
shows that had aired in the prior 
year than of shows that had aired 
a decade previously. 
Adapted from Squire, 1989. 

(b) Directed forgetting occurs when 
we intentionally try to suppress 
memory. Here, participants’ 
memory was worse for studied 
word pairs they had been 
instructed to forget than for pairs 
they’d been instructed to remember 
or control pairs they hadn’t seen 
since the original study phase. 
Data from Anderson et al., 2004.
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or control pairs they hadn’t seen 
since the original study phase. 
Data from Anderson et al., 2004.
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Interference: when two memories overlap in 
content, the strength of either or both memories 
may be reduced. 
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learning, is called retroactive interference. A simple mnemonic to help you 
remember the difference between proactive interference and retroactive inter-
ference is that PRoactive interference means PReviously acquired information is 
at fault; REtroactive interference means REcently acquired information is at fault.

Proactive and retroactive interference occur in many real-life contexts. For 
example, the last time you changed a frequently used computer password, you 
probably went through a phase during which you sometimes typed the old pass-
word by mistake. This is an example of proactive interference, as memory of the 
previous password interfered with your ability to retrieve memory for the new 
one. On the other hand, once you had successfully mastered the new password, 
you might have had some trouble remembering the password you used to use. 
This is an example of retroactive interference, as memory of the recently acquired 
password interfered with your ability to remember the old one. (For help creat-
ing memorable passwords that at the same time are hard to crack, see “Learning 
and Memory in Everyday Life” on page 275.)

Memory Misattribution 
Another kind of memory failure is misattribution, which occurs when we 
remember information but mistakenly associate it with an incorrect source 
(Schacter, Harbluk, & McLachlan, 1984). For example, we may think we 
remember a childhood party when what we really remember is what we later saw 
in a home movie of the event. A related phenomenon is source amnesia, which 
occurs when we remember information but cannot remember the source at all. 
For example, we may read some gossip in a trashy tabloid and, even though we 
know better than to take such reading material seriously, we may later remem-
ber the gossip but forget the dubious source—and thus give the rumor more 
credence than it deserves.

Such memory misattribution crops up fairly often in real life and may be par-
ticularly pronounced as people get older. One famous example involves former 
U.S. president Ronald Reagan. During his campaigns, Reagan often told an 
inspiring story about a World War II gunner who was unable to eject after his 
plane was hit by enemy fire. The gunner’s commander, who could have para-
chuted to safety, refused to abandon his injured comrade. “Never mind, son,” he 

List 1
DOG-CHAIR
AXE-SNOW
SHIRT-TREE
(etc.)

List 2
DOG-WINDOW
TRUCK-SMILE
SHIRT-BROOM
(etc.)

Task: Recall List 2
DOG-_____?

           Old learning interferes with new
Mistaken response: CHAIR

Proactive interference:
Previously acquired information
interferes with new learning

Task: Recall List 1
DOG-_____?

           New learning interferes with old
Mistaken response: WINDOW

Retroactive interference:
Recently acquired information
interferes with old memory

Figure 7.7 Two 
kinds of  interference
Imagine you are asked 
to learn the word pairs 
in List 1 and then the 
word pairs in List 2. After 
that, if you are asked to 
recall List 2, older items 
from List 1 may interfere 
(proactive interference). 
Conversely, if you are 
asked to recall List 1, 
newer items from List 2 
may interfere (retroactive 
interference).
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Misattribution, which occurs when we 
remember information but mistakenly 
associate it with an incorrect source 
(Schacter, Harbluk, & McLachlan, 1984) 



FALSE MEMORY

False memories are memories of events that 
never actually happened. BEHAVIORAL PROCESSES | 277

False memories tend to occur when people are prompted to imagine missing 
details; later, they may mistakenly remember those details as the truth—a form 
of memory misattribution. The more that people imagine an event, the more 
likely they are to subsequently believe it really happened (Goff & Roediger, 
1998; Thomas & Loftus, 2002).

Researchers can even elicit false memories in the laboratory simply by asking 
people to learn lists of words that share a particular implicit theme (Deese, 1959; 
Roediger & McDermott, 1995). For example, a word list based on the theme 
“sweet” might contain words such as CANDY, SUGAR, HONEY, and TASTE 
but not the word SWEET itself. Figure 7.9 shows data from one such study. 
In general, when participants are given a second list and asked to recognize the 
studied words, they correctly identify the studied words and correctly reject 
(fail to recognize) novel, unrelated words (e.g., DOG, HOUSE, or TOMATO). 
But participants also often claim to recognize the theme word (SWEET) even 
though that wasn’t on the original list. Apparently, while learning such a list, 
people encode the semantic meaning of the words—the theme—and this leads 
them to believe they have actually seen the theme word (Cabeza, Rao, Wagner, 
Mayer, & Schacter, 2001).

If false memory occurs in the real world at anything like the rate observed 
in the laboratory, it could be a very commonplace, widespread phenomenon. 
This should be a matter of public concern. For example, if an eyewitness is 
shown a picture of a suspect in a criminal case, the witness’s memory of that 
picture may become confused with the actual memory of the crime, leading 
the witness to “recognize” the suspect as the perpetrator 
even though the suspect is innocent. A similar recogni-
tion error occurred when a woman who had been raped 
identified psychologist Donald Thompson as her attacker 
(Thompson, 1988). Fortunately for Thompson, he had 
an iron-clad alibi: he was appearing on live TV at the 
time the rape occurred. Apparently, the woman had been 
watching TV just before the assault and mistakenly asso-
ciated her memory of Thompson’s face with the event of 
the rape.

Elizabeth Loftus and other false-memory researchers 
have been vocal in warning that eyewitness memory is 
more prone to error than most people realize. They and 
other experts on eyewitness testimony argue that the types 
of procedures that induce false memory in the lab (such 
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Figure 7.8 Creating 
false memories in the labora-
tory Researchers pasted 
childhood pictures (left) of adult 
participants into a photograph of 
a hot-air balloon ride (right). When 
prompted to recall details of the 
trip, about half the participants 
claimed they could remember the 
episode—even though none had 
ever been in a hot-air balloon. 
Reprinted with permission from Wade 
et al., 2002.
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Figure 7.9 False memory 
for studied words People were 
first asked to learn lists of words 
organized around an unstated 
theme (such as “sweet”). Later, 
participants were generally accu-
rate at recognizing the studied 
words and at rejecting (failing 
to recognize) novel, unrelated 
words. But they would also claim 
to recognize the unstudied theme 
words. 
Data from Cabeza et al., 2001.
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False memories tend to occur when people are prompted to imagine missing 
details; later, they may mistakenly remember those details as the truth—a form 
of memory misattribution. The more that people imagine an event, the more 
likely they are to subsequently believe it really happened (Goff & Roediger, 
1998; Thomas & Loftus, 2002).

Researchers can even elicit false memories in the laboratory simply by asking 
people to learn lists of words that share a particular implicit theme (Deese, 1959; 
Roediger & McDermott, 1995). For example, a word list based on the theme 
“sweet” might contain words such as CANDY, SUGAR, HONEY, and TASTE 
but not the word SWEET itself. Figure 7.9 shows data from one such study. 
In general, when participants are given a second list and asked to recognize the 
studied words, they correctly identify the studied words and correctly reject 
(fail to recognize) novel, unrelated words (e.g., DOG, HOUSE, or TOMATO). 
But participants also often claim to recognize the theme word (SWEET) even 
though that wasn’t on the original list. Apparently, while learning such a list, 
people encode the semantic meaning of the words—the theme—and this leads 
them to believe they have actually seen the theme word (Cabeza, Rao, Wagner, 
Mayer, & Schacter, 2001).

If false memory occurs in the real world at anything like the rate observed 
in the laboratory, it could be a very commonplace, widespread phenomenon. 
This should be a matter of public concern. For example, if an eyewitness is 
shown a picture of a suspect in a criminal case, the witness’s memory of that 
picture may become confused with the actual memory of the crime, leading 
the witness to “recognize” the suspect as the perpetrator 
even though the suspect is innocent. A similar recogni-
tion error occurred when a woman who had been raped 
identified psychologist Donald Thompson as her attacker 
(Thompson, 1988). Fortunately for Thompson, he had 
an iron-clad alibi: he was appearing on live TV at the 
time the rape occurred. Apparently, the woman had been 
watching TV just before the assault and mistakenly asso-
ciated her memory of Thompson’s face with the event of 
the rape.

Elizabeth Loftus and other false-memory researchers 
have been vocal in warning that eyewitness memory is 
more prone to error than most people realize. They and 
other experts on eyewitness testimony argue that the types 
of procedures that induce false memory in the lab (such 
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Figure 7.8 Creating 
false memories in the labora-
tory Researchers pasted 
childhood pictures (left) of adult 
participants into a photograph of 
a hot-air balloon ride (right). When 
prompted to recall details of the 
trip, about half the participants 
claimed they could remember the 
episode—even though none had 
ever been in a hot-air balloon. 
Reprinted with permission from Wade 
et al., 2002.
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False memories tend to occur when people are prompted to imagine missing 
details; later, they may mistakenly remember those details as the truth—a form 
of memory misattribution. The more that people imagine an event, the more 
likely they are to subsequently believe it really happened (Goff & Roediger, 
1998; Thomas & Loftus, 2002).

Researchers can even elicit false memories in the laboratory simply by asking 
people to learn lists of words that share a particular implicit theme (Deese, 1959; 
Roediger & McDermott, 1995). For example, a word list based on the theme 
“sweet” might contain words such as CANDY, SUGAR, HONEY, and TASTE 
but not the word SWEET itself. Figure 7.9 shows data from one such study. 
In general, when participants are given a second list and asked to recognize the 
studied words, they correctly identify the studied words and correctly reject 
(fail to recognize) novel, unrelated words (e.g., DOG, HOUSE, or TOMATO). 
But participants also often claim to recognize the theme word (SWEET) even 
though that wasn’t on the original list. Apparently, while learning such a list, 
people encode the semantic meaning of the words—the theme—and this leads 
them to believe they have actually seen the theme word (Cabeza, Rao, Wagner, 
Mayer, & Schacter, 2001).

If false memory occurs in the real world at anything like the rate observed 
in the laboratory, it could be a very commonplace, widespread phenomenon. 
This should be a matter of public concern. For example, if an eyewitness is 
shown a picture of a suspect in a criminal case, the witness’s memory of that 
picture may become confused with the actual memory of the crime, leading 
the witness to “recognize” the suspect as the perpetrator 
even though the suspect is innocent. A similar recogni-
tion error occurred when a woman who had been raped 
identified psychologist Donald Thompson as her attacker 
(Thompson, 1988). Fortunately for Thompson, he had 
an iron-clad alibi: he was appearing on live TV at the 
time the rape occurred. Apparently, the woman had been 
watching TV just before the assault and mistakenly asso-
ciated her memory of Thompson’s face with the event of 
the rape.

Elizabeth Loftus and other false-memory researchers 
have been vocal in warning that eyewitness memory is 
more prone to error than most people realize. They and 
other experts on eyewitness testimony argue that the types 
of procedures that induce false memory in the lab (such 
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Figure 7.8 Creating 
false memories in the labora-
tory Researchers pasted 
childhood pictures (left) of adult 
participants into a photograph of 
a hot-air balloon ride (right). When 
prompted to recall details of the 
trip, about half the participants 
claimed they could remember the 
episode—even though none had 
ever been in a hot-air balloon. 
Reprinted with permission from Wade 
et al., 2002.
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as showing a witness the photo of a suspect or asking her to imagine missing 
details of the witnessed event) must be scrupulously avoided in the justice system 
to minimize convictions based on false memory (Loftus, 1996, 2003; Radelet, 
2002; Wells, Memon, & Penrod, 2006). And such convictions may be all too 
frequent. One study reviewed 62 cases in which people were convicted of crimes 
and later exonerated based on DNA evidence (Neufield & Dwyer, 2000). In 
more than 80% of these cases, the crucial evidence leading to conviction was 
eyewitness testimony, where witnesses had mistakenly identified people later 
proven to be innocent.

Memory Consolidation and Reconsolidation
Passive-forgetting curves, such as the one shown in Figure 7.6a, suggest that, 
if you can still remember a fact or event after a few months, then the odds are 
good that you’ll remember it permanently (or at least for a very long time). One 
implication of this finding is that semantic and episodic memories have a con-
solidation period: a time window during which new memories are vulnerable 
and easily lost (Dudai, 2004; McGaugh, 2000; Ribot, 1882). 

In an early demonstration of this principle, Carl Duncan trained rats to make 
a simple conditioned response. He then gave the rats electroconvulsive shock, 
a brief pulse of electricity passed through the brain via electrodes on each side 
of the head. If the shock was given 20 seconds after the end of training, the 
rats’ memory of the conditioned response was severely disrupted. However, if 
the shock was given an hour or more after training, there was little disruption. 
Intermediate delays produced intermediate levels of disruption (Duncan, 1949). 
Thus, the consolidation period for this type of learning in rats appears to extend 
for a few minutes; older memories (from several hours ago) are relatively stable 
and difficult to disrupt; more recent memories (from less than a minute ago) are 
highly vulnerable to disruption.

Electroconvulsive shock is sometimes administered to humans to provide 
temporary relief from certain kinds of mental illness, particularly severe depres-
sion. Patients are given general anesthesia and a muscle relaxant beforehand. 
The entire procedure, called electroconvulsive therapy, or ECT, takes about 
30 minutes. No one knows exactly why ECT relieves depression, but patients 
often experience relief for weeks or even months afterward (Glass, 2001; 
National Institutes of Health Consensus Conference, 1985).

By studying patients who are undergoing ECT, researchers have been able 
to investigate the effects of electroconvulsive shock on human memory. For 
example, Larry Squire and his colleagues administered the TV-show test to 
patients with severe depression (Squire, Slater, & Chace, 1975; Squire, Slater, 

& Miller, 1981). Before an ECT session, the patients 
remembered recent shows (from 2 to 3 years earlier) 
very well and older shows (from 8–15 years earlier) less 
well (Figure 7.10). This is similar to the performance of 
healthy adults, which you saw in Figure 7.6a. A week after 
ECT, the patients retook the TV-show test. Almost invari-
ably, they had forgotten some of the information they’d 
reported earlier, especially memories for shows that had 
aired within the last few years; older memories (!3 years) 
were generally unaffected. A similar pattern was seen for 
autobiographical memories. Other kinds of memory, such 
as newly acquired motor skills, seem to be spared by ECT 
(Squire, Cohen, & Zouzounis, 1984; Vakil et al., 2000).W
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Electroconvulsive therapy is some-
times used to treat patients with 
severe depression.
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For most patients who undergo ECT, many of the dis-
rupted episodic and semantic memories return with time. 
Typically, only the memories for a short period before and 
after the ECT session are gone forever. For many patients, 
this limited memory loss is a small price to pay for relief 
from the debilitation of severe depression.

The idea of a consolidation period, during which new 
memories are vulnerable to disruption, is attractive because 
it accounts for a great deal of data from animals and 
humans. Recently, though, new data is resurrecting an old 
idea that no memory, however ancient, is really permanent 
and immutable (Nadel & Land, 2000; Nader & Hardt, 
2009; Nader, Schafe, & LeDoux, 2000a). For example, it 
has long been known that, if an old memory is recalled 
just before electroconvulsive shock is administered, it can 
be disrupted too (e.g., Misanin, Miller, & Lewis, 1968). Modern research is 
extending these early findings to show that old memories can also be disrupted 
if they are recalled just before administration of drugs that block the formation 
or maintenance of synaptic connections (Nader, Schafe, & LeDoux, 2000b; 
Przybyslawsky & Sara, 1997). Apparently, each time an old (presumably consoli-
dated) memory is recalled or reactivated, it may become vulnerable again and 
need to be “reconsolidated”—just like a brand-new memory. Why might this be? 
Memory is not static, like a printed record, but dynamic. Each time we retrieve 
an old memory, we can modify it by integrating new information into it (Dudai, 
2004; Sara, 2000; Wang & Morris, 2010). This opens the door to potential 
 disruption—but it also allows existing memories to be continually updated, 
refined, and elaborated based on new experiences.

Interim Summary
■ Episodic memory is memory for specific autobiographical events that 

occurred in a unique spatial and temporal context; it is information we 
“remember.”

■ Semantic memory is memory for facts and general information about the 
world and does not necessarily include information about where or when 
the memory was originally acquired; it is information we “know.”

■ Both episodic and semantic memories can be flexibly communicated in 
ways other than those in which they were originally acquired, and both are 
available to conscious recollection. 

■ Researchers still debate whether nonhuman animals can have true episodic 
memories; some believe this faculty belongs to humans alone, but others cite 
mounting evidence for “episodic-like” memory in nonhuman species. 

■ Several principles govern the encoding of new memories: (1) Mere 
exposure to information does not guarantee memory. (2) Memory for 
new information is stronger if it can be related to existing knowledge. 
(3) Memory is also affected by depth of processing at encoding.

■ Successful retrieval of existing memories is more likely if (1) encoding and 
retrieval conditions match (transfer-appropriate processing) and (2) if more 
cues are available to prompt recall. 

■ Memory can also “fail” in many ways because of simple forgetting, 
interference, memory misattribution, and creation of false memories.
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Figure 7.10 Effects of 
ECT on memory Before electro-
convulsive shock therapy (ECT), 
patients with depression show 
a forgetting curve (purple line) 
similar to that of nondepressed 
adults. After the patients undergo 
ECT (red line), retrieval of recent 
memories is temporarily disrupted. 
Adapted from Squire et al., 1975.
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For most patients who undergo ECT, many of the dis-
rupted episodic and semantic memories return with time. 
Typically, only the memories for a short period before and 
after the ECT session are gone forever. For many patients, 
this limited memory loss is a small price to pay for relief 
from the debilitation of severe depression.

The idea of a consolidation period, during which new 
memories are vulnerable to disruption, is attractive because 
it accounts for a great deal of data from animals and 
humans. Recently, though, new data is resurrecting an old 
idea that no memory, however ancient, is really permanent 
and immutable (Nadel & Land, 2000; Nader & Hardt, 
2009; Nader, Schafe, & LeDoux, 2000a). For example, it 
has long been known that, if an old memory is recalled 
just before electroconvulsive shock is administered, it can 
be disrupted too (e.g., Misanin, Miller, & Lewis, 1968). Modern research is 
extending these early findings to show that old memories can also be disrupted 
if they are recalled just before administration of drugs that block the formation 
or maintenance of synaptic connections (Nader, Schafe, & LeDoux, 2000b; 
Przybyslawsky & Sara, 1997). Apparently, each time an old (presumably consoli-
dated) memory is recalled or reactivated, it may become vulnerable again and 
need to be “reconsolidated”—just like a brand-new memory. Why might this be? 
Memory is not static, like a printed record, but dynamic. Each time we retrieve 
an old memory, we can modify it by integrating new information into it (Dudai, 
2004; Sara, 2000; Wang & Morris, 2010). This opens the door to potential 
 disruption—but it also allows existing memories to be continually updated, 
refined, and elaborated based on new experiences.

Interim Summary
■ Episodic memory is memory for specific autobiographical events that 

occurred in a unique spatial and temporal context; it is information we 
“remember.”

■ Semantic memory is memory for facts and general information about the 
world and does not necessarily include information about where or when 
the memory was originally acquired; it is information we “know.”

■ Both episodic and semantic memories can be flexibly communicated in 
ways other than those in which they were originally acquired, and both are 
available to conscious recollection. 

■ Researchers still debate whether nonhuman animals can have true episodic 
memories; some believe this faculty belongs to humans alone, but others cite 
mounting evidence for “episodic-like” memory in nonhuman species. 

■ Several principles govern the encoding of new memories: (1) Mere 
exposure to information does not guarantee memory. (2) Memory for 
new information is stronger if it can be related to existing knowledge. 
(3) Memory is also affected by depth of processing at encoding.

■ Successful retrieval of existing memories is more likely if (1) encoding and 
retrieval conditions match (transfer-appropriate processing) and (2) if more 
cues are available to prompt recall. 

■ Memory can also “fail” in many ways because of simple forgetting, 
interference, memory misattribution, and creation of false memories.
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adults. After the patients undergo 
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memories is temporarily disrupted. 
Adapted from Squire et al., 1975.
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WHICH BRAIN REGIONS ARE INVOLVED 
IN THE EPISODIC AND SEMANTIC 
MEMORY?



CEREBRAL CORTEX

People with cortical damage can display various kinds 
of agnosia, relatively selective disruption of the ability 
to process a particular kind of semantic information. 
(“Agnosia” is from the Greek for “not knowing.”) 
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People with cortical damage can display various kinds of agnosia, rela-
tively selective disruption of the ability to process a particular kind of semantic 
information. (“Agnosia” is from the Greek for “not knowing.”) For example, 
patients with auditory agnosia for speech can “hear” sounds and echo them, but 
they are unable to understand the meaning of spoken words—though they can 
often recognize written words (Bauer & McDonald, 2003). These patients may 
describe hearing their native language as if it were a foreign tongue—little more 
than a stream of unintelligible gibberish. Patients with associative visual agnosia 
have difficulty recognizing and naming objects, even though they can “see” the 
objects (and can usually copy them accurately). If such a patient is shown a pen 
or a cup, she may be unable to name it or say what it is used for—though she 
may be able to name the object based on feel if it is placed in her hand (Farah, 
2003). In contrast, patients with tactile agnosia may be able to recognize an object 
by sight or description but not by feel (Caselli, 2003). In each case, the agnosia 
results from the loss of semantic knowledge linking the perception of an object 
(through sight, sound, or touch) with its identity (or name or function).

Some types of sensory agnosias are caused by damage to the corresponding 
areas of sensory cortex (see Figure 7.11). Thus, for example, patients with asso-
ciative visual agnosia often have damage to cortex in the inferior temporal lobe, 
those with auditory agnosia for speech often have damage to the cortex in the 
superior temporal lobe, and those with tactile agnosia often have damage to the 
cortex in the parietal lobe (Zeki, 1993).

But sometimes, individual patients show agnosias that are much more spe-
cific. For example, one man developed a peculiar kind of visual agnosia that left 
him unable to name living things and foods though he could successfully name 
inanimate objects (Warrington & Shallice, 1984). Another man developed a 
form of auditory agnosia that left him able to use and comprehend nouns—but 
not verbs (McCarthy & Warrington, 1985). And one woman showed a selective 
deficit when asked questions about the physical attributes of animals (“What 
color is an elephant?”) although she could correctly answer questions about 
nonphysical attributes such as whether the animals are kept as pets or used as 
food (Hart & Gordon, 1992).

Such agnosias seem to suggest that specific categories of semantic knowledge 
are stored in unique places in the brain, so that a cortical lesion can destroy 
knowledge for a particular kind of object (foods, say, or verbs) but not closely 
related objects. This may seem counterintuitive, especially given what you read 
in Chapter 2 about Lashley’s theory of equipotentiality. But recent studies sug-
gest that this may be the case after all. Just as in Penfeld’s time, modern patients 

Somatosensory cortex:
Parietal lobe

Auditory cortex:
Superior temporal lobe

Visual cortex:
Occipital lobe

Figure 7.11 Semantic memory and the cerebral cor-
tex Some areas of the cerebral cortex specialize in processing 
specific kinds of sensory information; these include areas in the 
parietal lobe (somatosensory cortex), the occipital lobe (visual 
cortex), and the superior temporal lobe (auditory cortex). Many of 
the remaining cortical areas are association areas that link infor-
mation within and across modalities, forming a basic substrate for 
 semantic information.
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sometimes have intracranial electrodes implanted for clinical reasons, and some 
of these patients are willing to undergo memory testing while the electrodes are 
in place. In these studies, patients are shown different types of pictures, and the 
responses of individual neurons to each picture can be recorded. Some neurons 
respond to many pictures; others respond to none. But some neurons respond 
to pictures of particular categories of objects, such as animals, faces, or houses 
(Krieman, Koch, & Fried, 2000). Some neurons respond to sad faces but not 
happy, angry, or neutral faces (Fried, MacDonald, & Wilson, 1997). And some 
neurons even respond to pictures of one person but not others (Quiroga, Reddy, 
Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2005). 

For example, Figure 7.12 shows some sample responses of a single neuron in 
the right hippocampus of one patient. This neuron fired strongly in response 
to photos of actor Steve Carell but was nearly silent in response to photos of 
other celebrities such as Whoopi Goldberg or Bill Clinton. Another patient 
had a neuron that responded to photos of Jennifer Aniston and Lisa Kudrow, 
both actresses in the TV series Friends; a different neuron in the same patient 
responded to pictures of the Eiffel Tower and the Tower of Pisa but not to other 
famous landmarks (Quiroga, Reddy, Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2005).

In nonhuman primates too, individual neurons in various areas of cortex in 
the frontal and temporal lobes can show surprising selectivity. To take just one 
example, Edmund Rolls and colleagues (Thorpe, Rolls, & Maddison, 1983) 
recorded neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex of rhesus monkeys, a small area 
located at the base of the frontal lobes; out of 494 neurons analyzed, they found 
26 that responded selectively to visual stimuli representing food; even more 
striking, four neurons responded most strongly to oranges, four responded to 
peanuts, two responded to bananas, and one responded to raisins. 

Remarkable as these results are, the fact that the neuron from Figure 7.12 
responded “only” to Steve Carell in the experiment doesn’t mean that we have 
individual neurons each specialized to detect images of a single person (one 
neuron for Steve Carell, one for Jennifer Aniston, one for your grandmother, 
and so on). In fact, there might be many other people or objects—not explicitly 
tested in the experiment—that would also elicit a response from that neuron. 
Most researchers believe it is more likely that we have networks of neurons that 
respond primarily to information representing simple, familiar categories, such 
as TV-sitcom actors, large pointy landmarks, or bananas. This way, loss of a 
single brain cell wouldn’t erase all memories of the category, but when larger 
networks are damaged, semantic information about those categories might be 
lost. So perhaps it isn’t quite so surprising that human patients with localized 
brain damage can sometimes show very selective agnosia—just as if the networks 
of neurons encoding a particular category of semantic knowledge had been 
selectively destroyed.

45 44 43 54 53 52 1 2 3

Figure 7.12 Category-
sensitive neurons in the human 
brain A patient with electrodes 
implanted in the right hippoc-
ampus was shown photos of 
famous celebrities and landmarks, 
including the nine photos shown 
here (Quiroga et al., 2005). The 
response of a single neuron to 
each photo appears below it, with 
the height of the red bars indicat-
ing the strength of the neuron’s 
response. This neuron responded 
strongly to pictures of actor Steve 
Carell (pictures 43–45) but not to 
photos of other celebrities such as 
Whoopi Goldberg (pictures 52–54) 
or Bill Clinton (pictures 1–3). 
Adapted from Quiroga et al., 2008, Figure 1.
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sometimes have intracranial electrodes implanted for clinical reasons, and some 
of these patients are willing to undergo memory testing while the electrodes are 
in place. In these studies, patients are shown different types of pictures, and the 
responses of individual neurons to each picture can be recorded. Some neurons 
respond to many pictures; others respond to none. But some neurons respond 
to pictures of particular categories of objects, such as animals, faces, or houses 
(Krieman, Koch, & Fried, 2000). Some neurons respond to sad faces but not 
happy, angry, or neutral faces (Fried, MacDonald, & Wilson, 1997). And some 
neurons even respond to pictures of one person but not others (Quiroga, Reddy, 
Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2005). 

For example, Figure 7.12 shows some sample responses of a single neuron in 
the right hippocampus of one patient. This neuron fired strongly in response 
to photos of actor Steve Carell but was nearly silent in response to photos of 
other celebrities such as Whoopi Goldberg or Bill Clinton. Another patient 
had a neuron that responded to photos of Jennifer Aniston and Lisa Kudrow, 
both actresses in the TV series Friends; a different neuron in the same patient 
responded to pictures of the Eiffel Tower and the Tower of Pisa but not to other 
famous landmarks (Quiroga, Reddy, Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2005).

In nonhuman primates too, individual neurons in various areas of cortex in 
the frontal and temporal lobes can show surprising selectivity. To take just one 
example, Edmund Rolls and colleagues (Thorpe, Rolls, & Maddison, 1983) 
recorded neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex of rhesus monkeys, a small area 
located at the base of the frontal lobes; out of 494 neurons analyzed, they found 
26 that responded selectively to visual stimuli representing food; even more 
striking, four neurons responded most strongly to oranges, four responded to 
peanuts, two responded to bananas, and one responded to raisins. 

Remarkable as these results are, the fact that the neuron from Figure 7.12 
responded “only” to Steve Carell in the experiment doesn’t mean that we have 
individual neurons each specialized to detect images of a single person (one 
neuron for Steve Carell, one for Jennifer Aniston, one for your grandmother, 
and so on). In fact, there might be many other people or objects—not explicitly 
tested in the experiment—that would also elicit a response from that neuron. 
Most researchers believe it is more likely that we have networks of neurons that 
respond primarily to information representing simple, familiar categories, such 
as TV-sitcom actors, large pointy landmarks, or bananas. This way, loss of a 
single brain cell wouldn’t erase all memories of the category, but when larger 
networks are damaged, semantic information about those categories might be 
lost. So perhaps it isn’t quite so surprising that human patients with localized 
brain damage can sometimes show very selective agnosia—just as if the networks 
of neurons encoding a particular category of semantic knowledge had been 
selectively destroyed.

45 44 43 54 53 52 1 2 3

Figure 7.12 Category-
sensitive neurons in the human 
brain A patient with electrodes 
implanted in the right hippoc-
ampus was shown photos of 
famous celebrities and landmarks, 
including the nine photos shown 
here (Quiroga et al., 2005). The 
response of a single neuron to 
each photo appears below it, with 
the height of the red bars indicat-
ing the strength of the neuron’s 
response. This neuron responded 
strongly to pictures of actor Steve 
Carell (pictures 43–45) but not to 
photos of other celebrities such as 
Whoopi Goldberg (pictures 52–54) 
or Bill Clinton (pictures 1–3). 
Adapted from Quiroga et al., 2008, Figure 1.
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Non-human primate – ex) Pineapple neuron

Edmund Rolls and colleagues (Thorpe, Rolls, & Maddison, 1983) recorded neurons 
in the orbitofrontal cortex of rhesus monkeys, a small area located at the base of the 
frontal lobes; out of 494 neurons analyzed, they found 26 that responded selectively 
to visual stimuli representing food; even more striking, four neurons responded most 
strongly to oranges, four responded to peanuts, two responded to bananas, and one 
responded to raisins. 

Very selective!!
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The Medial Temporal Lobes and Memory Storage 
The medial temporal lobes in humans contain the hippocampus, the amygda-
la, and nearby cortical areas, including the entorhinal cortex and the perirhinal 
cortex (Figure 7.13). Chapter 3 described the role of the hippocampus in spa-
tial learning, and Chapter 4 described the role of the hippocampus in certain 
forms of classical conditioning. But in fact, the most widely studied role of the 
human hippocampus is in the storage of new episodic and semantic memo-
ries, and the most obvious impairment in humans with damage to the medial 
temporal lobe is the loss of this function. At the start of this chapter, you read 
about H.M., the man who became amnesic after bilateral surgical removal of 
his medial temporal lobes. In their original report, William Beecher Scoville 
and Brenda Milner argued that it was specifically the lesion of the hippo-
campus, rather than the loss of other medial temporal lobe structures that 
were removed, that caused H.M.’s amnesia (Scoville & Milner, 1957). Before 
H.M., other neurologists, such as John Hughlings Jackson in the late 1800s 
and Vladimir Bekhterev in the early 1900s, had noted the role of the medial 
temporal lobes in memory, and Wilder Penfield had observed memory deficits 
in his patients with temporal lobe epilepsy. But H.M.’s case provided especially 
strong, widely accepted evidence for this idea—partly because of the severity 
of his impairment and partly because of H.M.’s decades-long willingness to 
participate in all kinds of memory tests that carefully documented exactly what 
he could and couldn’t learn and remember. 

Obviously, after H.M., no more surgeries were performed to remove the 
medial temporal lobes bilaterally in humans (although unilateral surgeries, 
which don’t cause severe amnesia, are still sometimes performed for patients 
with intractable epilepsy). Unfortunately, bilateral medial temporal lobe dam-
age does occur in humans as a result of various other kinds of injury and 
disease. For example, another patient, E.P., suffered bilateral medial temporal 
lobe damage as a result of viral encephalitis. (Like H.M., E.P. is known by his 
initials to protect his privacy.) When viewed on structural MRI, E.P.’s brain 
damage looked strikingly similar to H.M.’s—and he showed a very similar pat-
tern of memory impairment (Stefanacci, Buffalo, Schmolck, & Squire, 2000). 
And patient R.B., who suffered a brain infection that damaged his hippocampus 
bilaterally,  provided strong evidence that damage limited to the hippocampus 
(rather than the additional medial temporal lobe structures that were damaged 
in H.M. and E.P.) was indeed sufficient to disrupt memory (Zola-Morgan, 
Squire, & Amaral, 1986).

Entorhinal
cortex

Hippocampus

Perirhinal cortex
Hippocampus

Amygdala

Figure 7.13 The medial 
temporal lobe in humans The 
medial (inner) portion of the 
temporal lobes contains the hip-
pocampus, the amygdala, and sev-
eral other cortical areas, including 
the entorhinal cortex and the 
perirhinal cortex.
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past. For example, a man who hit his head during 
a car accident might lose all memories of the acci-
dent itself and might also have some disruption 
of memories from the minutes or hours before 
the accident, but he would have relatively little 
disruption of memories for events that occurred 
months or years earlier (Figure 7.16). The Ribot 
gradient also describes the effects of electro-
convulsive shock, which preferentially disrupts 
recently formed memories (see Figure 7.10).

People with bilateral medial temporal lobe 
damage generally show some retrograde amne-
sia along with their anterograde amnesia. These 

patients don’t forget their own identity—H.M. could remember his name and 
his childhood—but patients often lose memories for events that happened some 
time before the brain damage, and this retrograde amnesia can affect informa-
tion acquired decades earlier (Manns, Hopkins, & Squire, 2003). For example, 
as you read above, patient E.P. suffered bilateral medial temporal lobe damage 
that left him with dense anterograde amnesia, meaning that he could recall 
almost nothing that had happened to him since 1992. In addition, E.P. displayed 
retrograde amnesia. His memory for childhood events was excellent—as good 
as that of healthy control patients of the same age. But when asked about adult-
hood events that had occurred decades before his encephalitis, E.P. remembered 
significantly less than the control patients (Reed & Squire, 1998; Stefanacci, 
Buffalo, Schmolck, & Squire, 2000).

You’ve already read about the consolidation period, during which new mem-
ories are especially vulnerable to disruption. E.P.’s case suggests that the con-
solidation period may last for decades, because he lost memories of at least some 
decades-old events. So just how long is the consolidation period in humans? 
How long before a new memory becomes independent of the medial temporal 
lobes and is “safely” stored in sensory and association cortex?

Experts disagree on the answer. One position, sometimes called standard 
consolidation theory, holds that the hippocampus and related medial temporal 
lobe structures are required for the initial storage and retrieval of an episodic 
memory but that their contribution diminishes over time until the cortex is 
capable of retrieving the memory without hippocampal help (Dudai, 2004; 
McGaugh, 2000; Squire, 1992). This view conceptualizes an episodic memory 
as consisting of many components (sight, sound, texture, context, etc.) that 
are stored in different areas of the cortex (Figure 7.17a). Initially, all of these 
components are linked together via the hippocampus into a unified episodic 
memory (Figure 7.17b). Over time, through the process of consolidation, the 
components can form direct connections with one another and no longer need 
hippocampal mediation (Figure 7.17c). If the hippocampus is damaged, older 
memories would be more likely to have such connections, and thus be more 
likely to survive, than new memories. This would explain the temporal gradient 
of retrograde amnesia observed in many amnesic patients with medial temporal 
lobe damage.

According to standard consolidation theory, patients with brain damage 
strictly limited to the hippocampus should have profound anterograde amnesia 
but relatively little retrograde amnesia. And indeed, there is some evidence 
that the extent of retrograde amnesia in a particular patient reflects the size of 
the brain lesion. In other words, individuals with damage limited to the hippo-
campus (such as R.B.) may have retrograde amnesia that extends back a year or 

Memories
recalled

Years
Birth Childhood Adulthood Today

Anterograde
amnesia

Retrograde
amnesia

Healthy

Amnesic
patient

Injury

Figure 7.16 Retrograde 
and anterograde amnesia A 
healthy adult (green line) may 
be able to recall most of what 
happened today and will recall 
progressively less about events 
that happened weeks, months, 
and years ago. In contrast, a 
person with bilateral hippocampal 
damage (red line) may suffer 
anterograde amnesia, a loss of 
the ability to form new episodic 
and semantic memories since the 
injury, as well as retrograde amne-
sia, or memory loss for events that 
occurred days or weeks before the 
injury. If the brain damage extends 
beyond the hippocampus into 
nearby cortex, retrograde amnesia 
may be much more severe and 
may extend back for decades or 
longer.
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By studying memory in such patients, as well as in nonhuman animals with 
medial temporal lobe lesion or dysfunction, neuroscientists are building up a 
picture of the role this brain area plays in memory.

The Hippocampus Is Critical for Forming New
Episodic Memory
The most profound and noticeable memory impairment observed in patients 
such as H.M. and E.P. is anterograde amnesia, a severe loss of the ability 
to form new episodic and semantic memories. When questioned about auto-
biographical events, E.P. could remember his childhood, his marriage, and his 
travels during World War II. But he could not recall what he had done the day 
before or almost anything that had happened to him since the onset of his amne-
sia in 1992. Within a one-hour session, he might repeat the same anecdotes over 
and over as many as 10 times, unaware that he had told the stories before. In 
1993, a year after the onset of E.P.’s amnesia, he and his family moved to a new 
home in California, but after seven years of living there, he could not draw a 
floor plan of the new house, describe how to get to the grocery store, or even 
point in the direction of the Pacific Ocean, which was less than two miles from 
his home (Stefanacci, Buffalo, Schmolck, & Squire, 2000). 

Like H.M., E.P. participated in a large number of memory tests. A stan-
dard test of visual memory uses the complex figure shown in Figure 7.14a. 
Participants are first asked to copy the figure and then to draw it from memory 
10 to 15 minutes later. Healthy adults can usually copy the figure quite accurate-
ly and manage to reproduce the figure from memory reasonably well after the 
delay (Figure 7.14b). E.P. could copy the drawing without difficulty, but after 
the delay, he had no memory of the picture at all (Figure 7.14c). His memory 
for verbal information was similarly poor: immediately after listening to a short 
story, he could only recall about 10% of the words or concepts; 15 minutes later, 
he could remember nothing about it.

Like H.M., animals with broad lesions of the hippocampal region have dif-
ficulty learning new information (Mishkin, 1978; Squire, 1992). They are espe-
cially impaired at episodic-like learning that involves memory of unique events 
set in a particular scene (Gaffan & Hornak, 1997; Gaffan & Parker, 1996). For 
example, the radial maze shown in Figure 7.2 can be used for a task in which 
researchers place a piece of food at the end of every arm and then place a hungry 
rat in center of the maze. The rat has a few minutes in which to obtain all the 
food it can. Notice that once a rat has entered a given arm and eaten the food 
there, subsequent entries into the same arm are a waste of time. Therefore, the 

(a) Original Figure (b) Healthy Control

Copy:

After delay:

Copy:

After delay:

?

(c) E.P.

Figure 7.14 Anterograde 
amnesia in patient E.P. Shown 
a complex figure (a), a healthy 
control participant can generally 
copy it accurately (b, top) and can 
do a reasonably good job if asked 
to draw the figure from memory 
15 minutes later (b, bottom). 
Patient E.P. could also copy the 
drawing well (c, top), but asked 
to draw it from memory after the 
delay, he had essentially forgotten 
everything about it (c, bottom). 
Adapted from Stefanacci et al., 2000, 
Figure 7.
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DIFFERENCE IN BRAIN STRUCTURE 
FOR EPISODIC AND SEMANTIC MEMORY?

Patient Beth’s case

She had severe seizure. When she entered school, parents noticed that she has amnesia.

What is surprising is that Beth progressed relatively successfully through school, 
getting average grades and even participating in extracurricular activities. 

Semantic memory looks fine!!!

(Gadian et al., 2000; Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997). 
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(of which Beth has plenty). Instead, Vargha-Khadem and her colleagues conclude 
that semantic learning depends on medial temporal areas, including the entorhi-
nal cortex and perirhinal cortex, that were spared in Beth (Vargha-Khadem et al., 
1997). This is why Beth could pass her high school classes. 

Remember the debate that you read about above in the Behavioral Processes 
section about whether episodic memories depend on semantic memories or vice 
versa? Beth’s case seems consistent with the view that episodic memories depend 
on semantic memories (so you can’t have an episodic memory for your gradua-
tion unless you have knowledge about what graduations are). According to this 
view, episodic memories are semantic memories that have context information 
added on, courtesy of the hippocampus. With no hippocampus, patients such 
as Beth can remember the information but can’t record the autobiographical 
context in which those memories were formed (Tulving & Markowitsch, 1998).

But remember that other researchers believe that semantic memories are built 
up through repetition and rehearsal of many individual episodes. In other words, 
if you hear a fact once and remember it, you may have an episodic memory for the 
learning experience, but if you hear the same fact many times in many different 
spatial and temporal contexts, the episodes may blur together until only the fact 
remains. If semantic memories are based on episodic memories, then you would 
expect people with hippocampal damage to show impairments at learning new 
factual information because they don’t have their episodic memory to help. In fact, 
many amnesic patients with brain damage relatively limited to the hippocampus 
are profoundly impaired in learning new semantic information as well as episodic 
information (Manns, Hopkins, & Squire, 2003). For example, as you’ve already 
read, E.P. couldn’t sketch the floor plan of his new home, even after living there 
for several years, and H.M. couldn’t name the current U.S. president. These cases 
suggest that Beth might be a special case and that—for most patients—damage to 
the medial temporal lobes devastates both episodic and semantic memory.

The debate continues. 

Functional Neuroimaging of the Healthy 
Hippocampal Region 
Our knowledge of the role of the hippocampal region in new memory forma-
tion is not limited to studies of humans and other animals with brain damage. 
Functional neuroimaging studies allow us to see the hippocampus in action 
in brains with normal memory function. For example, Anthony Wagner and 
his colleagues have used a subsequent memory paradigm (Wagner et al., 1998). 
Participants first view a list of words and are asked to categorize each word as 
abstract or concrete; fMRI is used to take images of brain activity during this 
initial phase. This phase is called an “incidental encoding” phase because any 
learning about the words is incidental to the task at hand. Next, the research-
ers administer a surprise recognition test: showing the participants a new list of 
words and asking them to identify which words were on the previous list. As you 
might expect, people correctly recognize some of the words but not all of them. 
The important finding is that fMRI activity during the incidental encoding 
phase differs for words that will be successfully recognized later compared with 
words that will not. In effect, researchers viewing the fMRI of a participant’s 
brain during incidental encoding can predict with reasonably accuracy whether 
that word will be recalled or forgotten later. Specifically, Figure 7.15a shows 
that the left medial temporal lobe is more active during incidental encoding of 
words that are subsequently remembered compared with words that are subse-
quently forgotten. (There is a similar effect in the left frontal cortex, shown in 
Figure 7.15b; we’ll return to this later in the chapter.)

(a) Medial temporal lobe

(b) Frontal lobe
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Figure 7.15 The “subse-
quent memory” paradigm Brain 
imaging (fMRI) records activity 
while participants make catego-
rization judgments on a series 
of words. Later, participants are 
given a recognition test; typically, 
they correctly recognize some but 
not all of the previously viewed 
words. Some areas of the brain, 
including the left medial temporal 
lobe (a) and left prefrontal cortex 
(b), are more active during initial 
viewing of words that will subse-
quently be remembered compared 
with initial viewing of words that 
will subsequently be forgotten. 
(a, b) Adapted from Wagner et al., 1998.
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(of which Beth has plenty). Instead, Vargha-Khadem and her colleagues conclude 
that semantic learning depends on medial temporal areas, including the entorhi-
nal cortex and perirhinal cortex, that were spared in Beth (Vargha-Khadem et al., 
1997). This is why Beth could pass her high school classes. 

Remember the debate that you read about above in the Behavioral Processes 
section about whether episodic memories depend on semantic memories or vice 
versa? Beth’s case seems consistent with the view that episodic memories depend 
on semantic memories (so you can’t have an episodic memory for your gradua-
tion unless you have knowledge about what graduations are). According to this 
view, episodic memories are semantic memories that have context information 
added on, courtesy of the hippocampus. With no hippocampus, patients such 
as Beth can remember the information but can’t record the autobiographical 
context in which those memories were formed (Tulving & Markowitsch, 1998).

But remember that other researchers believe that semantic memories are built 
up through repetition and rehearsal of many individual episodes. In other words, 
if you hear a fact once and remember it, you may have an episodic memory for the 
learning experience, but if you hear the same fact many times in many different 
spatial and temporal contexts, the episodes may blur together until only the fact 
remains. If semantic memories are based on episodic memories, then you would 
expect people with hippocampal damage to show impairments at learning new 
factual information because they don’t have their episodic memory to help. In fact, 
many amnesic patients with brain damage relatively limited to the hippocampus 
are profoundly impaired in learning new semantic information as well as episodic 
information (Manns, Hopkins, & Squire, 2003). For example, as you’ve already 
read, E.P. couldn’t sketch the floor plan of his new home, even after living there 
for several years, and H.M. couldn’t name the current U.S. president. These cases 
suggest that Beth might be a special case and that—for most patients—damage to 
the medial temporal lobes devastates both episodic and semantic memory.

The debate continues. 

Functional Neuroimaging of the Healthy 
Hippocampal Region 
Our knowledge of the role of the hippocampal region in new memory forma-
tion is not limited to studies of humans and other animals with brain damage. 
Functional neuroimaging studies allow us to see the hippocampus in action 
in brains with normal memory function. For example, Anthony Wagner and 
his colleagues have used a subsequent memory paradigm (Wagner et al., 1998). 
Participants first view a list of words and are asked to categorize each word as 
abstract or concrete; fMRI is used to take images of brain activity during this 
initial phase. This phase is called an “incidental encoding” phase because any 
learning about the words is incidental to the task at hand. Next, the research-
ers administer a surprise recognition test: showing the participants a new list of 
words and asking them to identify which words were on the previous list. As you 
might expect, people correctly recognize some of the words but not all of them. 
The important finding is that fMRI activity during the incidental encoding 
phase differs for words that will be successfully recognized later compared with 
words that will not. In effect, researchers viewing the fMRI of a participant’s 
brain during incidental encoding can predict with reasonably accuracy whether 
that word will be recalled or forgotten later. Specifically, Figure 7.15a shows 
that the left medial temporal lobe is more active during incidental encoding of 
words that are subsequently remembered compared with words that are subse-
quently forgotten. (There is a similar effect in the left frontal cortex, shown in 
Figure 7.15b; we’ll return to this later in the chapter.)
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Figure 7.15 The “subse-
quent memory” paradigm Brain 
imaging (fMRI) records activity 
while participants make catego-
rization judgments on a series 
of words. Later, participants are 
given a recognition test; typically, 
they correctly recognize some but 
not all of the previously viewed 
words. Some areas of the brain, 
including the left medial temporal 
lobe (a) and left prefrontal cortex 
(b), are more active during initial 
viewing of words that will subse-
quently be remembered compared 
with initial viewing of words that 
will subsequently be forgotten. 
(a, b) Adapted from Wagner et al., 1998.
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two, but individuals with broader medial temporal damage (such as E.P.) may 
have retrograde amnesia that extends back many years, perhaps decades (Nadel, 
Samsonovich, Ryan, & Moscovitch, 2000; Reed & Squire, 1998). Retrograde 
amnesia may be greatest of all in individuals whose brain damage extends 
beyond the medial temporal lobe and into other areas of cerebral cortex—where 
semantic and episodic memories are normally stored (Bayley, Gold, Hopkins, & 
Squire, 2005).

On the other hand, in some cases of amnesia, patients have severe retrograde 
memory loss that extends as far back as childhood and is not temporally graded 
(Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997). To account for such extensive retrograde amnesia, 
Morris Moscovitch and Lynn Nadel have argued that the hippocampus medi-
ates storage and retrieval throughout the entire lifetime of an episodic memory 
(Moscovitch & Nadel, 1998; Nadel & Moscovitch, 2001). According to this 
multiple memory trace theory, episodic memories are encoded by an ensem-
ble of hippocampal and cortical networks, and the cortical networks never, in 
normal circumstances, become fully independent of the hippocampal networks. 
According to this view, individuals with hippocampal damage effectively lose 
all their episodic memories (Nadel, Samsonovich, Ryan, & Moscovitch, 2000). 
Such individuals might be able to rehearse a piece of autobiographical informa-
tion so many times that it becomes a semantic memory. But this is a far cry from 
how people normally recall episodic memories. It would be equivalent to a per-
son “remembering” the day she was born because she’s heard the family stories 
so often. She has semantic information about the event and knows it happened 
to her, but that isn’t quite the same thing as remembering the event firsthand. 
In short, according to this view, individuals with medial temporal lobe damage 
lose the capacity for “mental time travel” and with it the capacity for episodic 
memory (Steinvorth, Levine, & Corkin, 2005).

Various studies have attempted to test the predictions of standard con-
solidation theory against those of multiple memory trace theory. For example, 
standard consolidation theory predicts that in normal memory function, hip-
pocampal activity should be greatest for recently acquired memories (which are 
still dependent on the hippocampus) and lowest for very old memories (which 
should be fully consolidated and independent of the hippocampus). Some stud-
ies have shown just this. Christine Smith and Larry Squire asked individuals to 
recall important news events from 1 to 30 years ago while undergoing fMRI 
to measure brain activity. They found that activity in the hippocampus does 

(a) (b) (c)

Hippocampus

Components of an
episodic memory

Figure 7.17 Standard 
consolidation theory (a) An 
episodic memory consists of many 
components, such as sight, sound, 
texture, and other features, stored 
in sensory and  association cortex. 
(b) Initially, the  hippocampal region 
helps link these  components into 
a single episodic memory. (c) Over 
time, the components become 
linked to one another directly, and 
hippocampal involvement is no 
longer required.
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Stem cell in hippocampus???

holds that the hippocampus and related medial temporal lobe 
structures are required for the initial storage and retrieval of 
an episodic memory but that their contribution diminishes 
over time until the cortex is capable of retrieving the 
memory without hippocampal help (Dudai, 2004; McGaugh, 
2000; Squire, 1992). 
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participant during a given trial, the more likely the participant was to forget that 
word on the final test. The specific prefrontal areas activated during intentional 
forgetting are slightly different from those that are active during intentional 
remembering (Wylie, Foxe, & Taylor, 2008).

These and similar experiments strongly suggest that the frontal lobes con-
tribute to determining what new information gets encoded as episodic and 
semantic memories and what gets forgotten. The frontal lobes may also help 
us bind contextual information to event memory, allowing us to form episodic 
memories that encode not only what happened but also where and when the 
episode took place (Schacter & Curran, 1995).

In keeping with these ideas, you might expect that people with frontal-lobe 
damage would be especially prone to source amnesia—an inability to remember 
where and when an event occurred. And this seems to be the case: individuals 
with frontal-lobe damage may be able to remember a story but not whether it 
occurred in their own past, or on television, or in their imagination (Kapur & 
Coughlan, 1980). Source amnesia is generally not as devastating as the all-out 
memory failure of anterograde amnesia or retrograde amnesia, but it can still be 
a serious problem if a person can’t reliably tell the difference between a fictional 
story and a real-life experience.

Subcortical Structures Involved in Episodic and 
Semantic Memory 
Two other brain structures deserve special mention in the context of epi-
sodic and semantic memory: the basal forebrain and the diencephalon 
(Figure 7.19). The basal forebrain is a collection of structures that lie—as the 

More active
during

“forget” than
“remember”

More active
during

“remember”
than “forget”

Figure 7.18 Directed 
forgetting fMRI images show 
the hippocampus to be less active 
(blue) while people were actively 
trying to forget than while they 
were actively trying to remember. 
Several prefrontal areas, however, 
were more active (yellow) while 
participants were trying to forget. 
Adapted from Anderson et al., 2004.
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body

Frontal cortex

Hypothalamus

Figure 7.19 The basal 
forebrain and diencephalon
Structures in the diencephalon 
(including the mediodorsal nucleus 
of the thalamus and the mammil-
lary bodies) and in the basal fore-
brain connect with the hippocam-
pus via a fiber bundle called the 
fornix. Damage to either the dien-
cephalon or the basal forebrain 
can cause anterograde amnesia 
that resembles the effects of hip-
pocampal damage.
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BASAL FOREBRAIN

Stroke!
In anterior
Communicating
Artery

Anterograde amnesia
(DeLuca & Diamond, 1995) 

The medial septum, a group of cells in the basal forebrain, sends 
acetylcholine and GABA to the hippocampus, where they affect 
the activity and synaptic plasticity of hippocampal neurons. 



DIENCEPHALON

a condition caused by a deficiency in thiamine (a B vitamin) 
that sometimes accompanies chronic alcohol abuse
(Kopelman, Thomson, Guerrini, & Marshall, 2009). 

Damages in the mammillary bodies and part of the thalamus 
(specifically, the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus) 

Korsakoff ’s disease

Anterograde amnesia
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Integrating What and When Across
the Primate Medial Temporal Lobe
Yuji Naya1* and Wendy A. Suzuki1

Episodic memory or memory for the detailed events in our lives is critically dependent on
structures of the medial temporal lobe (MTL). A fundamental component of episodic memory is
memory for the temporal order of items within an episode. To understand the contribution of
individual MTL structures to temporal-order memory, we recorded single-unit activity and local
field potential from three MTL areas (hippocampus and entorhinal and perirhinal cortex) and
visual area TE as monkeys performed a temporal-order memory task. Hippocampus provided
incremental timing signals from one item presentation to the next, whereas perirhinal cortex
signaled the conjunction of items and their relative temporal order. Thus, perirhinal cortex
appeared to integrate timing information from hippocampus with item information from visual
sensory area TE.

Episodic memory, or the ability to mental-
ly reexperience a previous event in one’s
life, is formed when individual events or

items become bound to the specific temporal
context in which the event took place (1, 2). The
human medial temporal lobe (MTL) is critical
for episodic memory presumably because of its
role in binding individual stimuli or events to
their temporal and spatial contexts (3–5). Com-
putation models (6, 7) have proposed that cor-
tical association areas signal information about
items, parahippocampal regions signal informa-
tion about items along with their temporal con-
text, whereas hippocampus (HPC) supervises
these item-context associations. Consistent with
these model predictions, functional magnetic res-
onance imaging (fMRI) studies in humans re-
port both HPC and parahippocampal activation
during tasks of temporal-order memory (8, 9).
Recent neurophysiological studies in the rodent
have highlighted the role of HPC in signaling
either a particular time within a trial (10, 11) or

incremental timing across the entire recording
session (12). However, little is known about the
neurophysiological basis of how item and timing
information is integrated within MTL. We there-
fore recorded neural activity from MTL areas and
a control visual area (fig. S1) (13–16) as nonhu-
man primates performed a temporal-order mem-
ory task (17, 18) that required encoding of two
visual items and their temporal order (Fig. 1,
A and B) (19).

A total of 644 neurons were recorded in the
two macaques (table S1). We evaluated the ef-
fects of “time” and “item” on the cue responses
separately for each neuron. We referred to neu-
rons whose responses differentiated between the
cue 1 and cue 2 periods on a two-tailed paired t
test (P < 0.01) as “time cells” that could signal
relative timing between cue presentations or tem-
poral order of cue presentations. The neurons
that showed significant stimulus-selective activ-
ity during either cue 1 or cue 2 on a one-way
analysis of variance with the eight stimuli as a
main factor (P < 0.005 for each cue) were
referred to as “item cells.” Numbers of these
task-related neurons (time or item cells) were
significantly greater than expected by chance
(~2% of the recorded neurons) in all areas [53/193,

HPC; 29/143, entorhinal cortex (ERC); 68/231,
perirhinal cortex (PRC); 50/77 TE; P < 0.0001
for each area, c2 test]. We compared the pro-
portions of time and item cells across areas and
found the highest proportions of item cells in
visual area TE, with gradually decreasing pro-
portions seen in PRC, ERC, and HPC (Fig. 1C,
open bars). In contrast, we observed the highest
proportions of time cells in HPC (solid bars). The
proportions of time cells and item cells were
significantly different across areas (P < 0.0001,
c2 test). These results suggest the possibility that
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic diagram of the temporal-
order task. A sequence of two cue stimuli was
presented in the encoding phase. The two cue items
and one distracter were presented at three different
positions randomly in the response phase. Dashed
circles indicate correct targets. (B) The eight visual
stimuli used in the task. (C) Relative proportions of
time cells and item cells in each area.
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a control visual area (fig. S1) (13–16) as nonhu-
man primates performed a temporal-order mem-
ory task (17, 18) that required encoding of two
visual items and their temporal order (Fig. 1,
A and B) (19).

A total of 644 neurons were recorded in the
two macaques (table S1). We evaluated the ef-
fects of “time” and “item” on the cue responses
separately for each neuron. We referred to neu-
rons whose responses differentiated between the
cue 1 and cue 2 periods on a two-tailed paired t
test (P < 0.01) as “time cells” that could signal
relative timing between cue presentations or tem-
poral order of cue presentations. The neurons
that showed significant stimulus-selective activ-
ity during either cue 1 or cue 2 on a one-way
analysis of variance with the eight stimuli as a
main factor (P < 0.005 for each cue) were
referred to as “item cells.” Numbers of these
task-related neurons (time or item cells) were
significantly greater than expected by chance
(~2% of the recorded neurons) in all areas [53/193,

HPC; 29/143, entorhinal cortex (ERC); 68/231,
perirhinal cortex (PRC); 50/77 TE; P < 0.0001
for each area, c2 test]. We compared the pro-
portions of time and item cells across areas and
found the highest proportions of item cells in
visual area TE, with gradually decreasing pro-
portions seen in PRC, ERC, and HPC (Fig. 1C,
open bars). In contrast, we observed the highest
proportions of time cells in HPC (solid bars). The
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic diagram of the temporal-
order task. A sequence of two cue stimuli was
presented in the encoding phase. The two cue items
and one distracter were presented at three different
positions randomly in the response phase. Dashed
circles indicate correct targets. (B) The eight visual
stimuli used in the task. (C) Relative proportions of
time cells and item cells in each area.
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